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Welcome Speech by Josep Yalluerdu

Ladies and gentlemen, good afternoon ,

welcome to this

(t)�efilag speech I'm in charge of, thanks to Miss Anna

Murray's kind invitation. I feel greatly honoured.

Knowing that for many years I worked as a translator,
-

she suggested me to addres the Meeting,.Let me express my

gratitude to Ann and congratulate for the large audience the

Meeting has obtained.

We are now in a "comarca" within Catalonia north-east of

Spain. Comarca is a sort of "county" ,a tradicional land

division with some administrative power. In Catalonia, -and

this has a basic connection with my further explanatioris-, we

have our own language, Catalan, spoken and written, in

which I have been producing my novels and essays as well as

translating from foreign languages. Catalan enjoys a better

day to day status than other restricted languages, because it

is widely used, spreads through every social class, has an

important modem literature and is present in hundreds of

books issued per year, a significative amount of them

translated from other languages. It is co-oficial in Catalonia.

In the present century worldwide communication IS an

evidence. There are no distances, which for centuries men

saw as nuisances . The distances then made difficult or
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impossible human contacts and relations. On the contrary,

the instant widespread expedition of today's messages,

statistics, news and even gossip, is dazzling. New devices help
to densify the web.

Hundreds of millions of individuals as well as documents

jump from continent to continent in many languages, the

most important ones and those co-official or regional,the
later gaining a new quota of expansion. All this creates a

conscience of a Babel universe.

II

II

Important social, economic, political or cultural summits,

presided by world leaders, require interpreters and writers to

faithfully translate the discussions and results of the

sessions, and to set files. Parliaments, political coalitions ,

internacional bodies .non-profit organisations ,the armies

and the scientific world need too the tools of translation.

Not only distances shortened recently; time plays an

important place for our busy citizens, acording to the new

managing editor of Time magazine. We all know we need to

stay on top of the news because we're living through a period
of historic change, with events that have enormous impact

that we can't escape and can't ignore. So, we must cope with

a vast amount of information available. Let me add that this

information pours into the current political negotiations,
electoral campaigns or scientifical debates in meetings or

conferences. New great or small nations enter the
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internacional stage and they need all that information be

translated into their own languages.
II

A unique language over the world is a recurrent utopia,

alive during ancient Ages, and gradually more unthinkable;

instead, let us recognize that at a steady pace along the last

seventy years, English conquered the largest area of the

communication web. This evidence was no surprise in the

Commonwealth area and outside Europa but inside the

Continent, and specially in southern countries we men and

.

women born and living in the XXth century witnessed that

progress, while French, the former tool for culture, commerce

and diplomacy was relegated to a second place.

This is to assess the pnmacy of English at present,

notwithstanding the official rang that a lot of national

languages may enjoy within the European Union. It is a

flashing victory: English is everywhere in the Continent, and

its presence specially felt as a novelty in the Mediterranean

countries.

Having ceased _ten years ago my activity in the field , I am not

an expert in analizing the structural problems of translation.

As a matter of fact, I never was a full-time translator. Being a

teacher at colleges and for some years at the Universiy, my

daily hours were devoted to the pupils ; in addition, I was a

writer with a ceaseless production of many shorts of books;

and last but not least, at night I translated. I translated to
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make ends meet every month. Summing it up, four areas

composed my timetable; teaching, creating, translating ...and

poor sleeping. Given that overdose there was no time left to

analize the ins and outs of theoretical translation, I simply

put into my own language, Catalan, sometimes if required
into Spanish, book after book the publishers sent to my

address. Believe me, I became a slave of my typewriter. Later

I entered the world of the p.cs, keeping, oh dear , that

condition of slave.

Now, please, let me give a summary of my becoming a

translator, to emphasize the kind of personal pilgrimage it

was.

Scholars who are studying my career say that at present,

I am 70-70-70, that means that I have on my account the

same number of juvenile books, 70, translations ,70, and

works of general interest,70. A huge harvest, in all

conscience.

As to the translations, the utmost part are from English,
a handful from French and one or two from the Italian. Other

modem languages remain out of reach.

How does a boy ,a girl, become a translator? Nowadays by

obtaining a degree after the appropriate courses. Many

interpreters, oral translators, start from a staunch

advantatge, as they are bilingual from the very origin, father

and mother belonging to different cultures. In my days, -I
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began in 1950 - we had to acquire our abilities by ourselves,

reading to leam vocabulary and listening to BBC records to

get acquainted with idioms. Working only on writen English
1 had no chances at all to practise it orally, so the

prounication, rythm, stress and so on. fell behind the

requirements to be up to the craft.

1 scarcely had a slight idea of English at primary school.
-

Foreign languages were poorly taught in Primary and

Secondary education in Spain . .It was nearly a disaster: a

series of vocabularies, short sentences without connection,

and no conversation at all.. After the world war, Franco's

regime boasted of its allergy to languages other than

Spanish.
" One language, one empire, one sword" proclaimed

Franco. The propaganda declared the decay of English and

French, in front of Spanish glorious future. Under these

circumstances, foreign languages did'nt get much attention.

Furthermore, regional languages ,like Catalan, were wiped

away from the curricula and their public use banned.

Translations into Catalan were authorized only after 1960.

At the University 1 studied Classical Philology, and during
those years 1 developed a taste for translation. Certainly, of

all the ,matters ,I felt most at ease when translating, making

versions from Greek, from Latin, or even, in the advanced

courses, translating from Greek to Latin. Although 1 finished

with honors my teachers foresaw that 1 would not stay at the

University as a teacher, that translating might be one one my
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future dedications. What they could not predict was that

such juicy dedication would last sixty years.

II

After my graduation, and I began to brace with foreign
books. I had put away my Greek and Latin, both being an

excellent cultural basis, I avowe it, but I had to eam a living,
so I concentrated in readind English,any book I found in

second - hand bookshops or libraries. History, essays, novels,

theatre ....unaware that _ they carried the same variety of

subjects I would translate in the future. In reading, I was

always obsessed to discover the possible nuances of a word,

which concept it included, the different ways to put it into my

language, I was a, translator before seeing on my desk the

first foreign book sent by a local publisher .I remember that a

twist in my ideas happened during the Second Worl War: I

had studied a lot of French, but firmly believed that English
was to become omnipresent; it was official in a number of

States, universal in the Commonwealth, in the flights, naval

voyages, travel offices. In Europe, after the post-war

settlement, with the american influence of the Marshall

Plan, English comered French, formerly the important

language, and was conquering technology, science, radio and

television. Intemet, the galaxy of our days, was to burst in

short time ..

II

II

"\

Just after the Spanish Civil War ended, the moment I

entered the University, times were tight: we ran short of

eatables, couldn't make a trip without a safe-conduit or pass
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, men under forty were not granted a passport ... The world of

welfare and brotherhood the propaganda announced became

in fact only fear, repression, vengeance and disappointment.
Great Britain was presented as a devilish enemy, The

perfidious Albion. In this broth of hate, I studied English at

home. I had confidence in that language .turning a deafear to

Franco's adverse propaganda. Propaganda that tumed

sudden friendship as soon as Spain was admitted into the

UN.

Well, I started one day with the first errand: to translate

two books by an English autor today almost forgotten, W.W.

Jacobs: those books were funny stories, its characters the

sailors and skippers aboard the barges on the Thames.

W.W.Jacobs obtained more recognition for weird narrative.

His most famous titles were The monkey's paw and the Lost

Ship

I felt at ease translating,like in my student's years. But

the fact was, and it is yet nowadays, that I had not practised
oral English, never lived in America or the United Kingdom,

except for three weeks at Oxford following a short summer

course for foreigners, where I spoke English with Italians,

Turkish, Portuguese and Belgians. I always lived and still sm

living in Catalan small cities or villages,with no speaking

people in the neighbourhood My English falls short in the

oral field, I am rather unsteady in conversation. Perhaps I'm

not lost in writen translation,ater all .
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Well, I started one day with the first errand: to translate

two books by an English autor today almost forgotten, W.W.

Jacobs: those books were funny stories, its characters the

sailors and skippers aboard the barges on the Thames.

W.W.Jacobs, obtained more recognition for weird narrative.

His most famous titles were The monkey's paw and the Lost

Ship

II

II

II

II

I felt at ease translating, like in my student's years. But

the fact was, and it is yet nowadays, that I have not practised
oral English, never stayed in America or the United Kingdom,

except for three weeks at Oxford following a short summer

course for foreigners, where I practised English with Italians,

Turkish, Portuguese and Belgians. I always lived and am

living in small cities and villages. Perhaps I am not lost in

translation provided it be written, but feel unsteady in a

conversation.

More books poured upon my desk : i set to translate, by
chance, both religious catholic volumen and detective stories,
and this altemation enriched my English, as it was

comforting to jump from the oiling angelic sentences of a

bishop's treatise on Grace to the hoarse, dirty, filthy gang's
slang in whatever American quarter. Or vice-versa. It was a

time, that of the first half of the sixties, when I also read and

enjoyed the Eighteenth and nineteenth century British
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More books poured upon my desk: by chance, I had to

translate both catholic treatises and detective stories and this

altemation enriched my English, as it was healthy and

comforting to jump from the oiling angelic sentences of a

bishop's treatise on Grace to the hoarse, dirty, filthy gang's

slang in whatever American quarter. Or vice-versa. It was a

time, that of- the first half of the sixties , when I also read and

enjoyed the Eighteenth and nineteenth century British

essayists, and that gave me a taste, although not a deep

knowledge, of another slice of the classics.

History books were easy to translate, in general.. I

remember one referred to an episode of the Spanish and

Catalan long antagonism, The Revolt of the Catalans by the

eminent John Elliot, of Cambridge. A book that describes the

tensions between the Spanish monarchy and the territories of

the former Aragon Crown, specially Catalonia,always
reluctant to Spanish absolute power and the constant

exertions imposed by the govemors. All this exploded in the

upsurge of the Catalans against the Prime Minister of Philip

IV, Spanish king,in the seventeeenth century. By the way,

pay attention to the fact that the Francoist censorship didn't

permit the exact translation of the title, The Revolt of the

Catalans and ordered to be changed to The Catalan

revolt;conveying the idea that there had been a certain

catalan revolt, but the Catalans as a people did not fight

against their king. How do you swallow this cake?
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Another remarcable book, I translated in moments of

special dramatism, in 1968, during the last months in the life

of Martin Luther King. It was a series of sermons and short

articles Dr King had collected under the title The Strenght to

Love, It was disheartening to discover I had fmished my

version just some days before he was shot. This

circumstance took me, years later, to study and lecture about

his life and the meaning of his crusade, crucial in the History
of civil rights not only in America, but everywhere.

A cunous coincidence made me translate one after

another three books to some extent connected in subject.: a

treatise on Sex and Society in Primitive cultures, then a report

on Woman's condition, and fmally an essay on Sex and

Psycology. My friends and relatives at oncey began pulling my

leg asking me whether I considered heading a consulting
office on sexology, where I was to become rich, and offering
virtual funds for its opening.

The list of my authors include Graham Greene, Bronislav

Malinovski, Ira Levin, James Hadley Chase, Raymond
Chandler, Dashiell Hammett, Gilbert Chesterton ....

Conceming Chesterton, after my exhausting fight with the

prose of Father Brown's father I solemny made an oath:

nevermore should I accept to translate humour; i have

enough with mine.
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Then came the children's books, not surprisingly they

appeared on my desk to be translated when I was already a

well-known and laureate author of narrative for young

people. In those cases I was lucky because the authors to

translate were classics, Robert Louis Stevenson, Edgar

Allan Poe, Oscar Wilde, Jack London, John Steinbeck, the

Hans Christian Medal Scott O'Dell, and also an

extraordinariy mixture of fun ,sting and honey, William

Saroyan ,from the Armenians of Fresno, California.

Such a long pilgrimage ended in 2003, when I became

conscient of the growth of foreign books for young people

lacking quality, books that were included in collections side

by side with others of excellent authors; Along with this fact, I

also verified that dozens of translations lose stamina/and
1

color; some publishers, bound to issue more and more new

titles, chose poorly qualified translators, students, not ripe,

maybe too amateurs, instead of professionals. I did'nt like

that situation and chose to stray from the path.

Alter all, I had behind me a long and fruitful career , and

was already eighty.

Ten years have elapsed and now, at ninety, I must

confess that from time to time ,sportingly, I train ,( I am my

own coach), translating some English poem, from Ben

Jonson, Marlowe , Keats, or from German geniuses like

Rainer Maria Rilke or Bertold Brecht.. I give some lectures,

write personal chronicles, tend my vegetable garden, ( my
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friends call me farm gentleman), feed my cat, by name

Messi, after the soccer player, and lifting my eyes I

contemplate the world around, this great muddle at each

moment in risk of capsizing, and accordingly I recite an

Oscar Wilde sentence: The world is a theater but the cast of
characters is deplorable.

That's all for my part: Thanks a lot, Anne, thank you for

your patience.
I wish the Meeting a great success and to you all and

everyone a future full of sweetness.

Poblet, Oct. 25

2013
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